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 rar No. 1198 January 26, 1977 One of the most popular arcade games of all time, Puck Man (ソード・アームズ in Japanese) was created by Toshio Iwai and is credited as one of the first coin-op arcade video games. An electrifying combination of lightning-fast visual effects, addictive gameplay, and well-crafted theme, Puck Man (ソード・アームズ in Japanese) helped popularize the coin-op video game genre,
and even though the exact sales figures aren’t known, Puck Man was one of the biggest hits of its time and paved the way for future games like Defender and Marble Madness. Puck Man (ソード・アームズ in Japanese) was published by Imagineering and released in Japan on May 16, 1976. The game was made available on an Atari 2600 cartridge along with a game called Super Pursuit (スーパーパスを求める in

Japanese). Puck Man can be played on a regular TV screen and is a simple game with Puck Man (ソード・アームズ in Japanese) challenging the player to shoot the puck back and forth between two arcade cabinets that are positioned in the corners of the screen. Although the game was released in 1976, the Puck Man license wasn’t purchased until 2017. For a few years, a highly modified version of the
arcade game was able to be played on an Atari 7800, and a Puck Man brand was even released for the Atari 2600 in 1982. The first game used in the making of Puck Man (ソード・アームズ in Japanese) was a prototype that used a large animation of a soccer game and it was very successful in Japan. The game’s popularity made the production team decide to merge the two concepts into a single game. The
original arcade cabinet features one or two players at a time, and the game includes two players, one on each side of the screen. When the game is playing, a word game takes place on the top of the screen and the player on the side of the coin in possession of the puck has to make sure that the puck is in the word game area. The arcade game can be played on a regular television set, and the player can

also switch back to the game when the player presses the reset button at the bottom of the screen. The arcade 82157476af
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